The results of estimating the geometric complexity of contours in layered building of a product by additive manufacturing are presented. The contour complexity was evaluated on the basis of a statistical analysis of their fractal dimension obtained the cell method. To determine fractal dimension of the contour, measures commensurate with the geometric limitations of layered building were used. Such limitations exist because of layered building peculiarities and technological capabilities of used equipment. Software has been developed to implement a layer-by-layer analysis of the original triangulation 3D model. Approbation of the software was carried out on the basis of models of industrial products. As a result, the possibility of estimating the geometric complexity of the field contours of layered building is confirmed on basis of statistical analysis of distribution characteristics of fractal dimension of the contours.
Introduction
Initially at technological preparation of additive manufacturing manufacturability of product is estimated, the choice of production strategy, forecasting of time, prime cost and quality of a product is carried out [1] . A preliminary assessment of the product complexity based on the analysis of original 3D model is necessary for a rational choice of production strategy and equipment [2] . The peculiarity of the processes of additive manufacturing leads to the need for layer-by-layer analysis by estimating the fields of layered building.
The geometric complexity of the product determines, when creating a set of layers, complexity of field contours. The assessment of the contour complexity must be carried out taking into account the existing geometrical restrictions of used technology and equipment.
Experimental studies of the geometrical restrictions of additive manufacturing, i.e. a sufficiently large number of publications are devoted to determining the lower limit size of various elements of product. In [3] [4] [5] for SLM, SLS and FDM technologies geometrical restrictions on elements such as holes, cylinders, walls, and fonts were defined.
For example, in [6] , a quantitative assessment of the complexity is performed on relative perimeter of visible contour from a given point belonging to it. One of the known approaches in geometry is the complexity estimation of a curve from its fractal dimension obtained using the cell method [7] . Therefore, the fractal dimension can be used as a measure of contour complexity. It is also assumed that the correct selection of the scale of measurement of the contour, commensurate with geometric restrictions, in determining the fractal dimension will allow a reasonable choice of equipment for materialization of the 3D model.
In this paper was considered the scientific hypothesis that statistical analysis of distribution of fractal dimensions of the field contours of layered building obtained by using the cell method will allow science-based determine their geometric complexity and accordingly choose technology for obtaining the product.
Purpose of the work is to study the possibilities of evaluating field contours complexity of layered building on basis of the cell method for determining their fractal dimension, taking into account the geometrical restrictions of used technology and equipment.
Experimental Section
Implementation of the task of transition from original triangulation 3D model of product to the set of layers (contours of the fields) was carried out in the technological preparation system for the materialization of complex products by additive technologies developed at "Integrated technologies of mechanical engineering" department of NTU "Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute" (Ukraine). This system allows determining the workability of industrial product and efficiency of problems decision of technological preparation of additive manufacture on basis of analysis of polygonal, voxel and layered model. To solve this problem, a subsystem of statistical layer-by-layer analysis has been developed. The screen form of the subsystem is shown in Fig. 1 The transition from original triangulation model of product to the set of layers is performed according to a procedure developed taking into account the existing works [8] [9] [10] , which implements the strategy with a constant building step.
Determining fractal dimension of contour
A set of layers is formed by cutting the triangulation 3D-model of the product with a set of parallel planes. As a result, closed contours are formed, consisting of straight lines segments. Such segments are obtained as a result of intersection of triangular planar faces of 3D-model by a plane perpendicular to Z axis (which determines the position of layer). In most cases, straight segments relative to total length of contour are sufficiently small. Therefore, the typical task of fractal geometry to determine the curve length using cells with specified dimensions (so-called "measurement scale" M [7] ) is fully applicable to field contours of layered building. The result of solving this task is the coefficient of fractal dimension D of contour for a certain scaling range ∆M (cell size interval).
Taking into account the theoretical premises [11, 12] , the fractal dimension D quantitatively estimates the contour complexity, as coefficient of change in detail with change in scale.
In practice, there are necessarily limitations on the minimum and maximum value of measurement scale M [13] . In this paper, the task was to evaluate the complexity of contour taking into account the given geometrical restrictions of technology. Therefore, the value of M used to determine the dimension D was specified in the value range of geometrical restrictions.
The scheme for determining the fractal dimension of contour based on the layer-by-layer analysis of triangulated model is shown in Fig. 2 .
According to this scheme (Fig. 2) , during the measurement of contour length L, the minimum number of scales N (cell size M) covering the entire contour [7] was determined (an example of visualization of measurement procedure is shown in Fig. 3 ). When the scale M is repeatedly changed, the measurement process is repeated. With respect to cell method, scale is a cell (square) of size M. The scale is a priori assumed to be much smaller than length of measured contour (M << L). The amount of N will increase as the value of M decreases (for a full coverage of contour, a larger number of smaller scales is required).
The fractal dimension is determined from the following relationship [7] :
where Mi -measure (circle radius) for i-th measurement of contour length; Ni -number of scales (circles with radius Mi) covering the contour. As a result, the coefficient D obtained from (1) can take not an integer value, and indicate the degree of filling of plane by the contour [14] .
With respect to the contour consisting of straight lines, its complexity and, correspondingly, the fractal dimension will depend on scaling
When measuring a real contour using a measure M → 0, then length L = const. In this case, based on the dependence (1), the fractal dimension will correspond to the Euclidean dimension of contour D = 1. But given when the triangulation error value of CAD model ' o tr 0 is decrease with respect to complex products (containing curve-based surfaces) contour length is increase L g Lideal. Consequently, fractal dimension of contour obtained by cutting the plane curve-based surfaces will always be D > 1 (provided that cell size M is not smaller than contour sizes SC).
The possibility of estimating the fractal dimensions of contours was studied using the example of test models of simple geometric bodies and industrial products (Fig. 4) . Slicing of the models was carried out according to the strategy with a constant building step. The layer depth was set hL = 1÷3 mm. Such an overestimated value of hL was chosen for reasons of decreasing computational time.
The initial measure M1 was set relative to the arithmetical mean of overall dimensions of contour . The measurements number of the contour length was made up to 3 times in order to obtain a wider scaling range ∆M.
The results of model calculations for determining the fractal dimension of contours for test industrial products (Fig. 4) are given in Table 1 .
A comparative analysis of the results was performed by using the arithmetical mean of coefficients D obtained within the scaling range.
The coefficients D obtained by model calculations (Table 1) correspond to the theoretical premises.
The use of relative values of M made it possible to obtain a fractal dimension regardless of contour scale (Table 1) . In this case, the values of D are obtained relative, which can be compared. This circumstance makes it possible to perform a comparative analysis of contours by their complexity. When setting the absolute values of M (Table 1) , it becomes possible to evaluate contour taking into account the geometrical restrictions of used technology.
The data presented in Table. 1 the analysis results of fractal dimension of contours for models of industrial products confirm the supposed relationship between the contour complexity and the coefficient DAbs . The models of the body, gears and panels (Figures 4a-c) have the most geometrically simple contours of the layered building field. The souvenir model (Figure 4g ) has the most complex contours. Consequently, this model will present increased requirements on the technological capabilities of equipment for its production. Under the technological capabilities of 
Tab. 1: The fractal dimension of contours when using cells with relative and absolute dimensions.
Model (overall dimensions, mm) . Assuming that the best contour reproduction will be realized for a contour with a fractal dimension D = 1. Therefore, this relationship is further considered, which is necessary to evaluate the effect of geometrical restrictions on the accuracy of obtaining a contour.
The relationship between measure and fractal dimension of the contour. Discussion of the results
The influence of scaling range on fractal dimension of the contours was determined by using the cover model as an example (Fig. 4 i) . The dependence (Fig. 4 i) .
For the cover model, the minimum value of DAbs is significantly less than the Euclidean dimension Secondly, the dependence can be described by a sectionally function. This feature is regularity, as it is observed for all considered models of industrial products. The explanation for such sharp changes in fractal dimension of DAbs can be the small size of some contours or the effect of multiple overlapping of cells on straight sections of contour. This feature does not make it possible to reveal the functional dependence of both the general and the individual product model. Accordingly, when choosing the technical characteristics of equipment, it is necessary to determine the fractal dimension in the scaling region ∆M corresponding to the geometrical restriction range. Based on the revealed regularities, it is possible to make the assumption that the minimum value of fractal dimension will indicate the most rational choice of technology and equipment for materialization of the given 3D-model.
Conclusions
Statistical analysis of distribution of fractal dimension of field contours by cell method allows determining their geometric complexity for layered building.
Setting the cell size M relative to the arithmetic average of the overall dimensions of the contour allow to obtain a fractal dimension regardless of contour scale. With this approach, the resulting dimensions DRel are applicable for performing a comparative analysis of the contour complexity.
Minimizing the fractal dimension will allow to determine the scaling, which should correspond to the rational values of the geometric restrictions of the chosen technology and equipment for materializing the given 3D model.
